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QUESTION 1
To minimize Start Center load times, end users can see detailed KPI information from which application?
A. Analytics
B. KPI Viewer
C. KPI Manager
D. KPI Templates
Correct Answer: B
Reference:
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8CCV_7.6.0.5/com.ibm.mams.doc/overview/c_new_kpis.html

QUESTION 2
A company has a requirement to share calendar, classification, job plan, item description and PM data. What needs to
be created?
A. Single organization, single site environment
B. Multiple organizations with a shared site environment
C. Multiple organizations with one site per organization environment
D. Multiple organizations with multiple sites per organization environment
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 3
An administrator has a requirement to create 44 new assets that each share a common configuration. Which application
can do this with a single action?
A. Assets
B. Item Master
C. Classifications
D. Asset Templates
Correct Answer: D
Reference: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSWK4A_7.5.0/com.ibm.mame.doc/c_essentials_oview.html

QUESTION 4
An administrator want to create a time based escalation point to evaluate to 30 days in the future.
What is the correct value to use in the Elapsed Time Interval field along with the Elapsed Time Attribute?
A. Today + 30
B. Sysdate + 30
C. +30 (positive 30)
D. -30 (negative 30)
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 5
A planner has a high priority work order which is going to consume an item with limited availability and wants to ensure
that the item is dedicated to this work order. What type of reservation should the planner use?
A. SOFT
B. HARD
C. APSOFT
D. BACKORDER
Correct Answer: B
Reference: https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21683654

QUESTION 6
The buyer for a vendor received an offer to acquire a specific item and if a certain quantity is ordered, a specific cost for
that item will be given. Which purchase contract type needs to be created?
A. Price
B. Master
C. Blanket
D. Purchase
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
An administrator wishes to create company records without first creating company master records. Which setting will

allow this functionality?
A. In the Companies applies, check the Create Company Master from Company - checkbox.
B. On the company set, check the Automatically Add Companies to CompanyMaster - checkbox.
C. In the Company Master application, uncheck the Bypass Company Master for Companies - checkbox.
D. In the Organizations application, check the Allow Creation of Companies without a Company Master - checkbox.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
A supervisor is required to report actual work hours by work order number. With which statuses can this be
accomplished? (Choose two.)
A. INPRG
B. WAPPR
C. CANCEL
D. PNDREV
E. COMPLETE
Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 9
A forecast for a monthly PM has been generated for 6 minutes. A new data has been entered for the second row and
saved. When the Process Pending Reforecast button is clicked, the following error appears: BMXAT0217E-There is no
reforecast pending to process.
What would cause this error?
A. The reforecast dates are locked
B. The PM is not in the Active status
C. The reforecast cron task is set to run every 3 days
D. The Reforecast Subsequent Dates? checkbox was not checked before the forecast was generated.
Correct Answer: D
Reference: https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg1IV55903

QUESTION 10
A company wishes to track items previously used for maintenance work on assets so they can easily be identified in the
future. How can this be accomplished?
A. Non-Rotating Assets can be listed on the Spare Parts tab on the asset record.
B. Rotating items can be recorded on the Subassembly table on the asset record.
C. Non-Rotating items can be recorded on the Spare Parts tab on the asset record.
D. Consumable items can be recorded in the Spare Parts application against the asset record.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 11
A user belongs to two non-independent security groups, Group A and Group B. Group A has a purchasing limit of $7000
and Group B has a purchasing limit of $8000. What is the purchasing limit of a user who belongs to both security
groups?
A. $7000
B. $8000
C. $15000
D. $56000
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 12
Which configuration could be used by a company with two organizations to allow only one of them to see a specific item
record?
A. Create two company sets and only create the item record in one of them.
B. Create two item sets containing both organizations and only add the item to one of them.
C. Create one item set and activate the item only for those organizations they wish to use it.
D. Create one company set but only activate the item for the organizations they wish to use it.
Correct Answer: C
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